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Abstract
Clock synchronization is critical for many datacenter applications such as distributed transactional databases, consistent
snapshots, and network telemetry. As applications have increasing performance requirements and datacenter networks
get into ultra-low latency, we need submicrosecond-level
bound on time-uncertainty to reduce transaction delay and enable new network management applications (e.g., measuring
one-way delay for congestion control). The state-of-the-art
clock synchronization solutions focus on improving clock precision but may incur significant time-uncertainty bound due
to the presence of failures. This significantly affects applications because in large-scale datacenters, temperature-related,
link, device, and domain failures are common. We present
Sundial, a fault-tolerant clock synchronization system for datacenters that achieves ∼100ns time-uncertainty bound under
various types of failures. Sundial provides fast failure detection based on frequent synchronization messages in hardware.
Sundial enables fast failure recovery using a novel graphbased algorithm to precompute a backup plan that is generic
to failures. Through experiments in a >500-machine testbed
and large-scale simulations, we show that Sundial can achieve
∼100ns time-uncertainty bound under different types of failures, which is more than two orders of magnitude lower than
the state-of-the-art solutions. We also demonstrate the benefit of Sundial on applications such as Spanner and Swift
congestion control.

1

Introduction

Clock synchronization is increasingly important for datacenter applications such as distributed transactional databases [12,
32], consistent snapshots [11, 16], network telemetry, congestion control, and distributed logging.
One key metric for clock synchronization is the timeuncertainty bound for each node, denoted as ε in this paper,
which bounds the difference between local clock and other
clocks. This concept is used by TrueTime in Spanner [12].
Spanner leverages TrueTime to guarantee the correctness
properties around concurrency control and provide consis-
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tency in distributed databases. Another example is consistent snapshots, which are commonly used for debugging or
handling failures in distributed systems. To ensure consistency among snapshots, each node needs to wait for its timeuncertainty bound (ε) before recording the states.
Traditional clock synchronization techniques provide ε at
the millisecond level (e.g., <10ms in TrueTime [12]), which is
no longer effective for modern datacenter applications with increasing performance requirements and ultra low latency datacenter networks (e.g., with latency around 5µs [25]). Today’s
applications can benefit significantly from submicrosecondlevel ε. For example, FaRMv2 [32], an RDMA-based transactional system, observes the median transaction delay can
drop by 25% if we improve ε from ∼20µs to 100ns. CockroachDB [3] can significantly reduce the retry rate when ε
drops from 1ms to 100ns based on an experiment in [13].
Providing submicrosecond-level ε can also enable new
network management applications. For example, with
submicrosecond-level clock differences across devices, we
can measure one-way delay, locate packet losses, and identify
per-hop latency bursts [23, 24]. It also enables synchronized
network snapshots [37] which are useful for identifying RTTscale network imbalance and collect global forwarding state.
Accurate one-way delay provides a better congestion signal
to delay-based congestion control [17, 29] to differentiate
between forward and reverse path congestion.
There are several systems that achieve submicrosecondlevel clock precision. The state-of-the-art commercial solution on precise clock synchronization is Precision Time
Protocol (PTP) [4]. PTP is widely available in switches and
NICs [6,8,9]. Each switch or NIC has a hardware clock driven
by an oscillator, generates timestamped synchronization messages in software, and sends them over a spanning tree to
synchronize with other nodes. Normally, oscillator drifts stay
within ±100µs per second and the devices synchronize every
15ms to 2 seconds [4, 8]. A recent proposal DTP [21] sends
messages in the physical layer every few microseconds and
can also achieve ∼100ns precision. Huygens [13] is a clocksynchronization system built in software that achieves <100ns
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precision by using Support Vector Machines to accurately estimate one-way propagation delays.
While these works provide high clock precision under normal cases, the time-uncertainty bound ε grows to 10-100s of
µs as datacenters are subject to a variety of failures. In largescale datacenters, there are common temperature-related failures which affect oscillator drifts. There are also frequent link,
device, and domain failures (i.e., a domain of links and devices that fail together) that affect the synchronization across
nodes (see §3).
In this paper, we present Sundial, which provides
∼100ns time-uncertainty bound (ε) under failures including
temperature-related, link, device and domain failures and reports ε to applications – two orders of magnitude better than
current designs. Even in cases of simultaneous failures across
domains, Sundial provides correct ε to applications. Sundial
achieves this with a hardware-software codesign that enables
fast failure detection and recovery:
Fast failure detection based on frequent synchronous
messaging on commodity hardware: Sundial exchanges
messages every ∼100µs in hardware without changing the
physical layer. The frequent message exchange enables fast
failure detection and recovery, and frequent reduction of ε.
To ensure fast failure detection for remote nodes in the spanning tree, Sundial introduces synchronous messaging which
ensures that each node sends a new message only when it
receives a message from the upstream.
Fast failure recovery with precomputed backup plan that
is generic to all types of failures: To enable fast failure recovery, Sundial controller precomputes a backup plan consisting of one backup parent for each node and a backup root,
so that each device can recover locally. The backup plan is
generic to different types of failures (i.e., link, device failures,
root failures, and domain failures) and ensures that after failure recovery, the devices remain connected without loops. We
introduce a new search algorithm for the backup plan that extends a variant of edge-disjoint spanning tree algorithm [35]
but with additional constraints such as no-ancestor condition
(the edge in the current tree cannot be a forward edge in the
backup tree) and disjoint-failure-domain condition (no domain failure can take down both the parent and the backup
parent for any device). Our algorithm only takes 148ms on
average to run on an example Jupiter [33] topology with 88K
nodes.
We evaluate Sundial with experiments in a >500 machine
prototype implementation and via large-scale simulations.
Sundial achieves ∼100ns time-uncertainty bound both under
normal time and under different types of failures, which is
more than two orders of magnitude lower than the state-ofthe-art solutions such as PTP [4], Huygens [13], and DTP [21].
Sundial reduces the commit-wait latency of Spanner [12] running inside a datacenter by 3-4x, and improves the throughput
of Swift congestion control [17] by 1.6x under reverse-path
congestion.
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2

Need for Tight Time-uncertainty Bound

A clock synchronization system for datacenters need not only
a current value of time but also time-uncertainty bound that is
used by applications for correctness as well as performance.
We describe several datacenter applications and how tight
time-uncertainty bound benefits them below.
Distributed Transactional Databases: Spanner [12],
FaRMv2 [32] and CockroachDB [3] are some examples of
distributed databases deployed at scale in production that directly use time-uncertainty bound to guarantee consistency –
transactions wait out time-uncertainty bound before committing a transaction. Spanner is the first to use ε in production
transactional systems. While it is globally distributed, its idea
of using ε is adopted in many intra-datacenter systems such as
FaRMv2 [32]. However, inside datacenters, with recent software and hardware improvements such as RDMA, NVMe,
and in-memory storage, transaction latencies are going towards microsecond level. For example, FaRMv2 is built atop
RDMA for datacenters and has ε of ∼20µs which already
accounts for 25% of median transaction latency! Tight ε improves the performance of these systems both in terms of
latency and throughput.
Consistent snapshots: Consistent snapshots [11, 16] is another important application for datacenters for debugging,
failure handling, and recovery for cloud VMs. The consistency across servers can be guaranteed by waiting out ε to
ensure the scheduled snapshot time is passed. With recent
software and hardware improvements, ε becomes a performance bottleneck at a similar level as in distributed databases,
limiting the frequency of taking snapshots.
Network telemetry: As network latency reduces to the order of a few microseconds, millisecond-level ε is too coarsegrained. Tight ε enables a wide range of fine-grained network
telemetry. For example, per-link latency or packet losses can
be measured by comparing the timestamps or counters at both
ends of a link read at the same time [23, 24, 40]. Synchronized network snapshots at RTT scale can be enabled with
tight time-uncertainty bound, and can be used for various
telemetry needs such as measuring traffic imbalance across
different links/paths in the dataceter [37].To achieve these,
switch clocks also need to be synchronized.
One-way delay (OWD): Synchronized clocks enable the
measurement of one-way delays. Small ε provides a tighter
bound on the error in the measurement especially under failures. Measurement of OWD is useful for many applications including telemetry and congestion control. For example, OWD
differentiates between forward and reverse-path congestion
improving performance of delay-based congestion control
algorithms such as Swift [17] (§6.3).
Distributed logging: A key challenge for debugging largescale distributed systems is to analyze logs collected from
different devices with clock differences. Tighter ε enables
more useful analysis and opens up more distributed debug-
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Figure 1: Message exchanges to synchronize B to A.

ging opportunities. Our ∼100ns ε is about the same as L3
cache miss time, so it can help order all log messages in a
datacenter. We note that this class of applications has an additional requirement in that the synchronized clocks follow a
master clock that reflects the physical time of day (§4.5).

3

Failures in Clock Synchronization System

In this section, we discuss the different failure scenarios affecting a clock synchronization system and their respective
impacts. We start with a brief background on clock synchronization to aid the discussion.

3.1

Background on Clock Synchronization

The clock is driven by a crystal oscillator. Every device
has a clock, whose value is incremented on every tick of a
hardware oscillator. Different oscillators, even of the same
type, have slightly different frequencies. The frequency of
an oscillator may change over time, due to factors such as
temperature changes, voltage changes, or aging resulting in
clocks to drift away over time. As an example, oscillators
in production networks can have a frequency variation of
±100 ppm (parts per million) [7], meaning that the oscillator
can drift within the range of ±100µs per second compared
to running at the nominal frequency. More stable oscillators
(e.g., atomic clocks based on Cesium, Hydrogen or Rubidium
particles or oven-controlled oscillators) are too expensive to
deploy on every device in production.
Clocks exchange messages with each other for synchronization. To ensure that clocks remain close to each other,
we need to periodically adjust the clocks to account for potential drift. Figure 1 shows an example where clock B synchronizes to A. A sends a synchronization message (abbreviated
as sync-message in this paper) with a timestamp T1A based
on A’s clock, and B records the receiving time (timestamped
by B) of the sync-message T1B . Now, if B knows the message
delay dAB from A to B, B can compute the offset between A
and B as T1A + dAB − T1B . To know dAB , B sends another message to A to measure RTT, and use half of RTT to estimate:
dAB = (T2A − T1A − (T2B − T1B ))/2. B uses offset to adjust its
clock. A periodically sends out these sync-messages at an interval denoted by sync-interval. The accuracy of dAB depends
on multiple factors and we discuss them below.
A network of clocks synchronize using a synchronization
structure. A common way to do this is to construct a spanning tree over which sync-messages are sent, e.g., PTP which
is the most widely available system for datacenter clock synchronization uses a spanning tree with one device serving as
the root (called master or grandmaster). The model for best
case synchronization is that each device’s parent is one of its
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Figure 2: Benefit of synchronization between neighbors: symmetric
forward and backward paths, and no noises from queuing delay.

direct neighbors in the physical network and sync-messages
flow periodically from the root across the spanning tree.1 This
has two advantages. First, it allows switch clocks to also be
synchronized enabling additional telemetry applications (§2).
Second, it significantly improves the measurement of dAB as
shown in Figure 2. Noises in estimation of dAB by halving the
RTT can arise due to (1) asymmetric propagation delays of
the forward path and the reverse path, and (2) queuing delays.
For direct neighbors in the physical network, propagation delay asymmetry is near zero, and there is no queuing delay2 .
There are proposals that do not use a spanning tree as the synchronization structure but either they don’t reflect the physical
time [21] (§4.5) or they cannot provide submicrosecond-level
precision [12, 27, 28] (§7).
Time-uncertainty bound. As clocks can drift apart over
time, time-uncertainty bound (ε) can be calculated as:
ε = εbase + (now − Tlast_sync ) × max_drift_rate
(1)
ε of a clock exhibits a sawtooth function. Tlast_sync is the last
time when the clock is synchronized to the root (not just its direct parent), now−Tlast_sync increases with time and goes back
to zero after synchronization to the root, and max_drift_rate
is a constant representing the maximum possible drift rate between the local clock and the root’s clock. The εbase is a small
constant (a few nanoseconds) that accounts for other noises
(e.g., timestamping errors, bidirectional delay asymmetry of
physical links, etc.).
We will show that in the face of failures in production environments, max_drift_rate should be conservatively derived
(§3.2.1), and now − Tlast_sync can be large (§3.2.2).

3.2

Impact of Failures on ε

We classify failures affecting clock synchronization into three
categories and study their impact on ε – failures that induce
large frequency variations and need a conservative setting
of max_drift_rate, connectivity failures that affect Tlast_sync ,
and incorrect behaviors due to broken clocks and message
corruption that need to be detected and addressed.
3.2.1 Failures that Induce Large Frequency Variations
An oscillator’s frequency can incur a large variation in the
event of sudden temperature or voltage fluctuation. Cooling
failures are common and can affect thousands of machines.
1 Note

that PTP doesn’t require this to be the case.
the devices may have local queues, the timestamp is marked at
dequeue/egress time and is not subject to local queuing delay.
2 While
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In an cooling incident that occurred in production recently, it
resulted in errors related to clock synchronization in a large
fraction of machines (and not just the ones affected by the
failure). The temperature variation resulted in oscillator frequency variation to exceed max_drift_rate and the operator
had to shut down many machines.3 Thus, the max_drift_rate
needs to be set very conservatively (e.g., 200ppm in TrueTime [12]) to tolerate frequency variations under a wide range
of temperature (e.g., up to 85 °C) even though in normal cases,
temperature variations occur slowly [13]. This entails that
in order to keep ε small, we need to reduce now − Tlast_sync
through frequent messaging – ε of 100ns with max_drift_rate
of 200ppm needs sync-interval to be <500µs. Software cost
of reducing sync-interval to such low values is high – PTP
takes one core to process thousands of sync-messages and
associated computations per second [1], and Huygens consumes 0.44% CPU for a sync-interval of 2s (which grows
proportionally as the interval is reduced). We need hardware
support for efficiency (§4.1).
3.2.2 Connectivity Failures
Failures that break the connectivity of the spanning tree also
affect ε. For example, if a device or a link in the spanning tree
fails, the whole subtree under this device or link loses connectivity to the root4 , until a new spanning tree is reconfigured
by the SDN controller. ε grows proportionally to the time it
takes for recovery – if it takes 100 ms, ε grows to more than
20µs. Even a distributed spanning tree protocol supported by
PTP (best master clock algorithm) is slow to converge.
What is worse, is that the inflation of ε is not only for a
device affected by the failure at a given time; instead, almost
all devices have to report high ε, all the time and not only
during the failure duration. This is because a device cannot
distinguish whether it is affected by a failure or not. Consider
a 3-node setup as depicted in Figure 3 with A as the root of
the spanning tree and B and C as A’s child and grandchild
respectively. When A fails, B detects the failure but C continues synchronizing to B without noticing the failure. This
means at any time, there is no way for C to tell if it is in-sync
or not, no matter if there is an actual failure or not and thus,
it has to always report large ε (i.e., > 20µs) even during normal periods.5 Another way to look at this is in the context of
Equation 1, C cannot set Tlast_sync to the time it receives the
last sync-message from its parent Tlast_msg ; instead, for correctness, C has to always set Tlast_sync = Tlast_msg − Trecovery ,
where Trecovery is the maximum time to recover from any failure that may break its connectivity to the root. All non-direct
descendants of the root are affected by this.
3 Normally, after a cooling system failure, operators let machines continue
running for 10s of minutes before the recovery of cooling system or a gradual shutdown of machines, because this is usually safe and a sudden total
shutdown should be avoided as much as possible.
4 PTP is configured on a per-port basis (not per-device), so sync-message
cannot bypass the failed link or the link associated with the failed device.
5 Without changing the PTP standard, B cannot explicitly communicate to
C about the failure.
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Figure 3: Challenge of determining Tlast_sync . Node C cannot determine if it is synchronized to the root or not, so C has to always set
Tlast_sync conservatively early to account for possible down time.

Figure 4: Number of link down events per second in a 1000-machine
cluster during a near two-minute window of a failure incident.

There are many possible causes of connectivity failures:
besides the common link or switch down, there are incidents
that can take down massive (10s to 100s) devices or links,
such as failures related to patch panels, link bundles, power
domains, or human operations [38, 39]. Figure 4 shows the
time series of link down events in a 1000-machine cluster
during a failure incident. The suspected cause was a software
bug related to a patch panel but its impact on device/link
failures lasted across nearly two minutes – a total of 133 links
go down. Thus, in order to provide small ε, the system must
recover from connectivity failures quickly.
3.2.3 Broken Clocks and Message Corruption
Clocks may break and stop functioning well resulting in actual
drift rate to exceed max_drift_rate. While this is rare relative
to more severe hardware problems – statistics from production
show that broken CPUs are 6 times more likely than broken
clocks [12] – they need to be taken care of to provide correct
ε to applications. Similarly, sync-message corruption may
garble the associated timestamp and affect correctness of
reported ε. A fault-tolerant clock synchronization system must
detect and address such anomalies.

4

Sundial Design and Implementation

Motivated by the discussion above, we identify two key requirements to build a fault-tolerant clock synchronization system for datacenters that achieves performant time-uncertainty
bounds. First is a small sync-interval (§3.2.1) – this is well
served with a hardware implementation to avoid high CPU
overhead of receiving and transmitting synchronization messages in software. Second is fast failure recovery so that ε
continues to be small even when failures happen (§3.2.2).
The challenge here is that recovering solely via a centralized
controller is slow for our target ε requirements. Instead, as
we show later, we can recover from most failures locally by
adding redundancy to the synchronization graph, where in
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Figure 6: Sundial Framework. Solid arrows are the fast local recovery. Dashed arrows are slower but non-critical paths of recovery.

addition to the primary spanning tree, each device maintains a
backup parent, such that it can transition to the backup parent
locally upon detecting a failure. As shown in Figure 5, this
takes the round trip time to the controller and the computation
time out of the critical path of failure handling.
Thus, Sundial uses a hardware-software codesign. Figure 6
depicts Sundial’s framework, which has three main components. Sundial implement the most essential functions of exchanging synchronization messages and detecting failures in
hardware such that it can synchronize frequently and quickly
detect failures. Sundial relies on software components to take
action once a failure is detected, by invoking a failure handler
in software which reconfigures the hardware to transition to
the backup parent pre-programmed by a centralized controller
(also in software). We use the topology in Figure 7(a) as a
toy example to aid with the discussion in this section with
Figure 7(b) as an example spanning tree.

4.1

Sundial Hardware Design

Sundial’s hardware has three main components. It implements
frequent transmission of sync-messages in a synchronous
fashion, i.e., sync-messages are sent downstream only upon
their receipt. The hardware is also responsible for detecting
failures and triggering software handlers for quick recovery.
Finally, the hardware maintains the current value of ε. We
detail out these components below.
4.1.1 Frequent Synchronous Messaging
Sundial’s hardware supports frequent message sending to
prevent clocks from drifting apart significantly. On the root,
this is done via a hardware timer maintaining a counter that
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Figure 7: Failure cases in a k=4 FatTree. (a) is the raw FatTree. To
show the spanning tree clearer, we draw an equivalent topology in
(b) and a spanning tree in it. An arrow is from a parent to its child,
and a dashed line indicates an edge not used in the spanning tree. (c)
shows one way of adjusting the spanning tree when the link between
4 and 8 fails; not only the directly impacted nodes (node 8), but also
other nodes (node 5) have to change parent. (d) shows one way of
adjustment when node 4 fails; the way node 5 changes its parent (to
node 3) is different from the case in (c) (change to node 9).

increments on every oscillator cycle, and triggers message
transmission when the time since last transmission exceeds
the configured sync-interval. We configure sync-interval on
the root device to be around 100µs. The sync-messages are
sent at the highest priority, but the network overhead remains
extremely small – a 100-byte packet every 100µs only consumes less than 0.01% bandwidth and adds at most 10ns
queuing delay for other traffic.
For non-root devices, a challenge is that an upstream failure
can affect all devices in that subtree. Consider the case in Figure 7(c), if link 4-to-8 goes down, 8 needs to switch to 5 as its
parent, which needs 5 to change its parent as well. A potential
solution is explicit notification of failures to other devices, but
this has two issues – not only can this be unreliable (since the
notification messages may get dropped), it also adds complexity to the hardware. Instead, we solve this via synchronous
messaging where message transmission is triggered only upon
receipt of a message from upstream. In this way, an upstream
failure implies that messages stop propagating downstream,
and devices can take corrective actions.
4.1.2 Fast Failure Detection
Sundial’s hardware uses a timeout to detect if it stops receiving messages indicating an upstream failure. The timeout is
set to span multiple sync-intervals, such that occasional message drop or corruption doesn’t trigger it. It’s implemented
using a counter that is incremented on every oscillator cycle,
and cleared on receiving a sync-message – once it’s exceeded,
the hardware issues an interrupt to the software.
To detect broken clocks and message corruption, each de-
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vice verifies the incoming timestamp (adjusted for link delay).
If the adjusted value lies outside the local ε, the message is
marked invalid and doesn’t trigger an update and message
transmissions. A broken clock can cause continuous invalid
messages and thus, we don’t reset the timeout counter on their
receipt. Once a broken clock is detected, the failure handler
in device software is triggered to handle it (§4.2.2).
4.1.3 Time-uncertainty Bound Calculation
The hardware maintains ε according to Equation 1. In our
implementation, we configure max_drift_rate = 200ppm and
εbase = 5ns×depth where depth is the distance of the device
from the root in the tree.
Tlast_sync is updated when receiving a sync-message. In
PTP, Tlast_sync should be set to earlier than Tlast_msg . Thanks
to synchronous messaging, Sundial sets it to Tlast_msg since a
device stops receiving messages on an upstream failure. This
lowers now − Tlast_sync which in turn lowers ε.

4.2

Sundial Software Design

There are two main components to round out the fault-tolerant
design of Sundial – a centralized SDN controller that precalculates backup plans and programs them on the devices
and a failure handler in device software that quickly moves to
the backup when a failure is detected by the hardware.
4.2.1 Centralized Controller
The centralized controller in Sundial is responsible for computing the primary spanning tree along with the backup plan
based on the current topology and configures the devices accordingly. Comparing Figure 7(c) and 7(d), we see that not
all neighbors of a node (e.g., node 5 in the figure) can be the
backup parent under different failures. Sundial uses a search
algorithm (detailed below) to compute a fault-tolerant backup
plan that is generic to link, non-root node, root node, and domain failures (which can take down multiple links or devices).
We break down this requirement into 5 properties.
Properties of a fault-tolerant backup plan. We briefly
introduce the terminology used. The primary spanning
tree is one that is currently being used to propagate syncmessages. The backup plan consists of a backup-parent for
each node/device and a backup root. Terms like parent, edges,
paths, and ancestors apply separately to the primary and the
backup graph (graph formed by the edges in the backup plan).
(1) No-loop condition: For any primary subtree, the backup
edges of nodes in the subtree do not form a loop. This is a
necessary and sufficient condition to be generic to any single
link failure. The necessity is obvious: if there is a loop, the
nodes in the loop do not synchronize to the root after a failure.
We prove the sufficiency by induction as follows. Suppose a
k-node subtree is affected by a link failure, and the k backup
edges do not form a loop (Figure 8); the nodes other than the
k nodes are unaffected and still form a tree (called the main
tree). At least one of the k nodes’ (say, C) parent is in the
main tree; otherwise, all k nodes’ parents are in the k nodes,
which must form a loop, contradicting the no-loop condition.
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Figure 8: No-loop condition. It is sufficient to guarantee connectivity after any link failure.

We can now expand the main tree to include C since C is
connected to the main tree via its backup edge. We can then
iteratively add the remaining k − 1 nodes to the main tree.
(2) No-ancestor condition: The backup parent of a node is
not its ancestor. This and property (1) together ensure that the
backup plan is generic to any non-root node failure. Otherwise, if that ancestor fails, that node has no backup parent.
(3) Reachability condition: The backup root must be able
to reach all nodes through backup paths. This is necessary
and sufficient to be generic to the root failure. When the root
fails, all nodes change to their backup parents, and the backup
root will become the new root. To synchronize all nodes, they
must be reachable from the backup root.
(4) Disjoint-failure-domain condition: Domain failures
present a unique challenge, because they may take down multiple devices or links. If a domain failure breaks the connectivity of a device s to the root, s will turn to its backup parent;
but if the domain failure also takes down its backup parent,
then s cannot recover its connectivity.
The following property solves this problem: for any node s,
there shouldn’t be a single domain failure that both breaks s’s
connectivity to the root and takes down the backup parent or
backup edge, unless that failure also takes down the node s.
Formally, if the set of failure domains that can break s’s
connectivity to the root6 is D p , the set of failure domains that
can take down s’s backup parent or backup edge is Db , and
the set of failure domains that s belongs to is Ds , we should
have D p ∩ Db ⊆ Ds .
The necessity is obvious. We present the intuition behind
the proof of the sufficiency. If a domain failure happens, s
has two possibilities: either s’s connectivity is unaffected, or
s connects to its backup parent b. If it is the latter, then the
questions is whether b is connected to the root, which also has
two possibilities. Doing this recursively, s keeps connecting
to more nodes along a backup path. The backup path will
not go indefinitely due to the no-loop condition, so it finally
reaches either an unaffected node or the root.
(5) Root failure detection: Upon root failure, the backup root
needs to collect sufficient information to elect itself. Figure 9
describes the approach – the backup root is chosen amongst
root’s children so it has one source of information by itself.
To get information from additional sources, we set up the
backup graph to have a backup path from the subtree of another child of the primary root (i.e., the backup path from node
6 Any

device or link failure along the primary path from the root to s can
break s’s connectivity.
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Figure 9: Root failure detection. Under any non-root failure, the
backup root continues receiving messages, which can be used to
distinguish other failures.

2 to 1 in Figure 9). In this way, if the link between the primary
root and the backup root fails (link from 0 to 1), the backup
root knows the primary root is still alive because it continues receiving sync-messages that come through the backup
path. We can continue this backup path to cross more subtrees
of children of the primary root to get additional sources of
information (e.g., crossing node 3 and 4 in Figure 9).
In this way, as long as the root is alive, the backup root
continues receiving sync-messages. Only when the root fails,
the backup root stops receiving messages. So the backup root
can detect the primary root failure using a second timeout of
not receiving messages after it first turns to its backup parent,
and it elects itself as the new root after the second timeout.
Putting all 5 properties together. Only non-root nodes have
backup parents, so there are N-1 nodes and N-1 edges in the
backup graph (N is the total number of nodes), so there must
be exactly one loop7 in the backup graph, and each node in
the loop has a backup subtree (can be a single node) under it
(Figure 10). With property (3), the backup root must be in the
loop, so that the backup root can reach all nodes. The loop
should cross multiple primary subtrees of root’s children, so it
meets both property (1) and property (5) (it delivers multiple
sources of primary root’s information to the backup root).
Lastly, the backup graph should meet properties (2) and (4).
Figure 11(a) shows an example of primary tree and backup
graph for the topology in Figure 7. Note that the computed primary tree is different to support a backup graph. The backup
graph has a loop (between node 4 and 8) with the backup root
4 on it; the loop crosses the two primary subtrees of root’s
children (node 8 is under node 6’s primary subtree). To show
how property (4) handles domain failures, we add a failure
domain that includes both node 11 and 3 (primary and backup
parents of node 7 in Figure 11(a)). Now in the new backup
graph (Figure 11(b)), to meet property (4), node 7’s backup
parent becomes node 2, so that even if both node 3 and 11 go
down, node 7 (and other nodes) is still connected.
We want to highlight how the system recovers when the
root fails. All backup edges get enabled forming a loop, but
no sync-messages flow at this time. At the second timeout,
the backup root elects itself and ignores incoming messages,
effectively disabling the edge towards it (Figure 10). In this
way, sync-messages do not loop.
7A

graph with equal numbers of nodes and edges has at least one loop. In
addition, if there is more than one loop, then the graph is not fully connected.
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Figure 10: Backup Graph. There is exactly one loop with the backup
root in it. Each node in the loop is the root of a subtree.
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Figure 11: (a) A primary tree and a backup graph that meet all
properties in Figure 7. But if node 3 and 11 are in the same domain,
node 7 cannot have them as its primary and backup parents, so its
backup parent becomes node 2 in (b).

Algorithm for computing backup plan. Sundial uses a
search algorithm to calculate the backup plan which includes
a primary tree and the backup graph. Note that not every primary tree has a valid backup graph. Thus, the goal is to search
for a primary tree and its backup graph together. The search
heuristic is based on the score of a primary tree – the maximum number of edges in the backup graphs it supports. The
corresponding backup graphs are called the largest backup
graphs (of the primary tree).
Algorithm 1 describes the algorithm. pending is the set
of primary trees that are pending to be checked, initialized
with a simple BFS (Line 1). After initialization (Line 2), we
start the S EARCH function (Line 3) that will return a pair of
primary tree and backup graph. In S EARCH, each time, we
pick the primary tree p with the highest score (Line 6) – the
most promising one – and find the largest backup graphs for it
(Line 7). If some backup graph is complete, i.e., every device
(including the backup root) has a backup parent, the search
successfully returns (Line 8 - 9). Otherwise, we update the
best score so far (Line 10), and mutate p (Line 11) to get a
new set of primary trees in pending and iterate.
In M UTATE, for each backup graph b (Line 14), we try to
expand b to include edge <x, y> (Line 15). Since <x, y> is not
usable in backup graphs of p8 (i.e., U SABLE I N BACKUP(<x,
y>, p) is false), we I MPROVE p to make <x, y> usable (Line
16). We then add each improved version p0 to pending if not
already tested (Line 19). After all the mutations, p is removed
from pending (Line 22). We will discuss the optimizations in
Line 20 - 21 later.
F IND L ARGEST BACKUP and I MPROVE are the key functions. F IND L ARGEST BACKUP conforms to the 5 properties.
Properties (2) and (4) decide what edges can be used in
backup graphs given a primary tree p, as expressed in function
8 <x,

y> is not usable for sure; otherwise b is not the largest because it can
readily include <x, y>.
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Algorithm 1 Searching for a primary tree and a backup graph.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:

pending = {BFS(prim_root)};
/ best_score = 0;
tested = 0;
return S EARCH();
function S EARCH
while pending is not empty do
p = pending.get_best(); tested∪={p};
backup_set = F IND L ARGEST BACKUP(p);
if ∃b ∈ backup_set|b is complete then
return p, b;
best_score=max{best_score,calc_score(p)};
M UTATE(p, backup_set);
return NotFound;
procedure M UTATE(p, backup_set)
for b in backup_set do
for each <x, y> | x ∈ b, y ∈
/ b do
new_prim_set=I MPROVE(p, <x, y>, b);
for p0 in new_prim_set do
if p0 ∈
/ tested then
pending∪={p0 };
if calc_score(p0 )>best_score then
return ;
pending-=p;

Algorithm 2 Check if <x, y> is usable in backup graphs of p.
1: function U SABLE I N BACKUP(<x, y>, p)
2:
return (x is not y’s ancestor in p) && (y’s ancestor in p and

Algorithm 3 Finding the largest backup graph of p.
1: function F IND L ARGEST BACKUP(p)
2:
b=BFS_ForBackup(backup_root, p);

. BFS uses
U SABLE I N BACKUP to avoid unusable edges.
3:
Find <y, backup_root> where y ∈ b && U SABLE I N BACKUP(<y, backup_root>, p) && the loop crosses multiple
subtrees of prim_root in p; Add <y, backup_root> to b;
4:
return {b};

Algorithm 4 Changing p to make <x, y> usable and keep as many
b’s edges usable as possible.
1: function I MPROVE(p, <x, y>, b)
2:
if x is y’s ancestor in p then
3:
for each edge <u, v> on the path x y in p do
4:
new_prim_set∪ = R ECONNECT(v, x, p, b);
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

10:
11:
12:
13:

if <x, y> fails disjoint-failure-domain condition then
new_prim_set∪ = R ECONNECT(y, x, p, b);
return new_prim_set;
function R ECONNECT(v, x, p, b)
BFS from v along reverse edges, and stops at nodes outside
x-subtree in p, while keeping as many b’s edges usable as possible. It gives a set of paths S={w v|w is outside x-subtree in
p}
for path in S do
For each <i, j> ∈ path set j’s parent to i in p to get p0 ;
new_prim_set∪ = {p0 };
return new_prim_set;

x meet disjoint-failure-domain condition);

U SABLE I N BACKUP (Algorithm 2). Properties (1), (3), and (5)
decide how the backup graph should look like. We can simply
use BFS starting from the backup root (property (3)) to find
the tree (property (1)) that is largest, and then enumerate the
backup parent for the backup root and see if it forms a loop
that meets property (5). I MPROVE’s goal is to change p to p0
so that <x, y> becomes usable (i.e., U SABLE I N BACKUP(<x,
y>, p0 ) is true). It finds the set of p0 that meets this goal.
As long as F IND L ARGEST BACKUP and I MPROVE are exhaustive, the search is exhaustive – it will find a solution if one
exists. The search process is similar to an algorithm that finds
two edge-disjoint spanning trees [35], because our backup
graph is composed of a more restricted spanning tree that is
edge-disjoint with the primary tree, and an extra edge towards
the backup root. The problem seems to be NP-hard although
we don’t have a proof yet.
In practice, our implementation of S EARCH is extremely
fast – it only takes 148ms on average in a simulated Jupiter
topology with 88,064 nodes [33] leveraging the following
three strategies. (i) In Line 20 - 21 of Algorithm 1, we prune
enumerations as per Line 14 - 15 as long as we find a p0
that is heuristically better than any primary trees so far (including p). This significantly speeds up the search, as we
can immediately make progress – after return (Line 21), the
search immediately starts a new iteration at Line 6 based on
p0 , which is heuristically better than continuing mutating p.
Note this strategy does not miss any primary trees, as the
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original p remains in pending. (ii) F IND L ARGEST BACKUP
only returns one of the largest backup graphs, rather than all
of them. This is sufficient as all largest backup graphs for a
primary tree connect the same set of nodes and we use this
strategy in Algorithm 3. (iii) I MPROVE just returns the set of
p0 that keeps the largest number of b’s edges usable. This tries
to keep as many useful fruits of past iterations as possible, so
it speeds up the search. Algorithm 4 is based on this strategy.
These three strategies significantly reduce the computation
time per iteration (Line 6 - 11). While the latter two strategies make the search non-exhaustive, all practical datacenter
topologies have high redundancy such that in our experiments,
we quickly found a backup-plan even after injecting 50 successive failures. Also owing to the high redundancy in practical
topologies, the number of iterations is small since the initial p
already has a very high score, only a few hundreds below the
total number of nodes. Finally, another consequence of high
redundancy is that in practice, the search iterates with almost
monotonically increasing scores 9 , sometimes with jumps of
tens or hundreds, reaching the final backup plan in tens of
iterations on average.
Mutation for meeting property (5) follows a similar process
as M UTATE. We omit the details due to limited space.
Calculating εbase,backup . When a node turns to its backup parent, its depth may change, so we also precompute εbase,backup
9 I MPROVE

can easily find paths while keeping all b’s edges usable, because of the high redundancy.
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Figure 12: Node A’s depth is dependent on the failure. If node 1
fails, A’s depth is 3 (A, B, 2, root). But if node 2 fails, A’s depth is 4
(A, B, 4, 3, root).
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Figure 13: A has 6 possible paths to the root, of 3 types. (1) Backup
path: if the root is down, the backup path (A, 1, 2, 3) is in effect. (2)
Primary path: when A is unaffected by failures. (3) Mixed path:
when failures affect A and some other nodes on the loop, A connects
to the root first along the loop for one or more hops, and then along
the primary path (e.g., A, 1, 2, ..., root). There are 4 possible mixed
paths, starting the primary paths from respective node 1, 2, 3, and 4.

to which a device set εbase upon timeout. The exact depth is
failure-dependent as shown in Figure 12.
So we calculate the maximum possible depth for each node
after any failures. A naive approach is to enumerate all possible combinations of failures, which can be slow. Instead,
Sundial uses a simple dynamic-programming (DP) based
scheme. If a node s turns to its backup parent b, we calculate
s’s maximum possible depth s.depthbackup :
s.depthbackup = 1 + max(b.depth primary , b.depthbackup )
where the max function considers two possible cases: b is
unaffected by failures (b.depth primary denotes b’s depth in the
primary tree, a deterministic value), or affected by failures.
depthbackup can be calculated top-down.
DP works for all nodes except the nodes on the loop in the
backup graph, whose DP calculations inter-depend. But we
can easily calculate their maximum possible depths. On an
L-node loop, for each node we enumerate all L + 1 possible
ways it connects to the root (Figure 13). So the overall time
complexity is O((N − L) + L(L + 1)) for a total of N nodes.
4.2.2 Failure Handler in the Device Software
A daemon running in firmware serves as the failure handler
and responds to interrupts generated by the hardware once it
detects a failure – the hardware is reconfigured to move to
the backup parent based on the backup plan and set εbase to
εbase,backup . For the backup root, if an interrupt is triggered,
the failure handler also continues to monitor incoming syncmessages for the second timeout. At the second timeout, the
device sets itself as the primary root.
Handling broken clocks. If a clock is broken [12], it can
drift away faster than max_drift_rate. In Sundial, we detect
such clocks in two steps: (1) detect the existence of a broken
clock when receiving an invalid message, and (2) confirm
which one is broken. Figure 14 illustrates the process. As
such, a broken clock is isolated without affecting other clocks.
The failure handler is triggered by a hardware interrupt
upon receiving an invalid message to handle broken clocks.
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(2) Invalid message again:
evict myself

Own clock is broken
(1) Invalid message:
turn to backup parent
Parent’s clock is broken
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Normal clock

(2) Valid message

Primary edge
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Figure 14: Handling a broken clock in two steps. If a node’s own
clock is broken, the messages from both its primary and backup
parents are marked invalid by itself (the timestamp is outside local
ε), so it evicts itself. If a node’s parent’s clock is broken, after receiving an invalid message it turns to its backup parent, and continues
synchronization thereafter.

For the node with a broken clock, it evicts itself (no longer
participates in synchronization). For the node whose parent
has a broken clock, it turns to its backup parent.

4.3

Implementation

Controller. We implement a module in the network controller. The module registers a function to be called by the
controller framework for failure notifications. When notified,
this module reads the current device/link/port states, and computes a new backup plan. For each device, it compares the
existing configuration and the new configuration, and only reconfigures the devices whose configuration changes, through
RPC. It also configures the TX side of both primary and
backup edges to send sync-messages.
RPC Interface between the Controller and Device
Firmware. The controller and the device firmware communicates through RPCs. These RPCs have the following
parameters: backup parent, first timeout, and second timeout
which are used to configure the device hardware.
Firmware. The RPC handler configures the backup parent,
the first timeout, and the second timeout accordingly. The
backup parent and the second timeout are maintained in the
firmware, and the first timeout is maintained in the hardware
registers to enable failure detection in hardware. Only the
backup-root has a non-zero value for the second timeout.
The firmware also registers a handler function for the interrupt triggered by the first-timeout. This function first reconfigures the hardware to accept sync-messages from the backup
parent; then, if the second-timeout is non-zero, it waits for the
timeout to see if it receives any new sync-messages; if not, it
configures the hardware to become the root.
We cannot reveal hardware details due to confidentiality.

4.4

Practical Considerations

Concurrent connectivity failures may happen in practice,
and may not be recovered by the backup plan, which needs
to involve the controller. Sundial maintains the correctness of
ε in this case. The only impact is that ε grows larger before
being recovered by the controller: if it takes 100ms to recover,
ε grows up to 20µs during this time (still ∼100ns during
normal time). The impact is negligible, because compared to
single failures, concurrent failures are already rare, and only a
very small subset of them cannot be recovered by the backup
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plan, as discussed below.
The most commonly seen concurrent failures are caused
by a domain failure, which is not an issue because of the
disjoint-failure-domain condition of the backup plan (§4.2.1).
If cross-domain failures happen, whether they impact Sundial depends on their locations and time proximity. For the
nodes whose connectivity is affected, the backup plan is ineffective only if these failures also take down their backup
parents/edges (special locations) within a short period of time
before the controller recomputes a new backup plan (time
proximity). The chance is very small, because cross-domain
failures are random in locations and time proximity.
Small window of error before evicting a broken clock.
The broken clock detection only happens when messages arrive. There is a small time window between when the failure
actually happens and when the next message arrives, during
which errors could arise. This can be solved via hardware
redundancy – each node physically keeps two clocks, and
each clock query reads the two clocks and checks if they
match (their time-uncertainty ranges overlap). Once a clock
is broken, the next read immediately detects it. Additionally,
Sundial prevents this failure to affect other clocks, because
its children ignore the invalid messages.
False positives. If a device timeouts without a failure, it will
turn to the backup parent. Such false positives are harmless,
except extra controller processing. We do not observe false
positives in our experiments.

4.5

Sundial’s Position in the Design Space

4.5.1 Design Space of Clock Synchronization
At the submicrosecond level, Sundial is the first to support
time-uncertainty bound. We identify three key aspects of the
design that a clock synchronization system must answer.
1. Type of message: There are multiple options, synchronization messages can either be sent directly with specialized physical layer (PHY) with zero-overhead messages, or
at higher layers (L2, L3, L4) with increasing bandwidth overhead and increasing ease of deployment.
2. Noise due to message delay between a pair of clocks.
The message delay in the forward and reverse directions may
be unequal due to queuing or asymmetric paths. There are
three options to deal with such noise: (1) Only synchronize between neighboring devices, such that there is no noise (§3.1).
(2) Use multiple messages to filter out noise; (3) Tolerate the
noise. Option (1) is the best if all devices (switches and hosts)
can participate. Otherwise, option (2) and (3) face a tradeoff
between noise and overhead.
3. Network-wide synchronization structure: three options.
(1) Master clock distributed through a tree. A master clock
distributes its time to other clocks through a tree. The master
clock can synchronize to the physical time (e.g., via GPS), so
that all clocks reflect the physical time.
(2) Master clock distributed through a mesh. Similar to (1),
but instead of a tree, each clock receives sync-messages from
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Figure 15: Mesh structure: higher ε due to asynchronous messaging.

multiple other clocks, forming a mesh.
(3) No master clock (no physical time). Clocks synchronize
independently with each other without regards to a master
clock. For example, in DTP [21] each clock follows the fastest
of its neighbors. In this option, all clocks converge to a function (e.g., max() in DTP) of all clocks, which has nothing
to do with the physical time. This option is worse than (1)
and (2) because access to physical time is important for many
datacenter applications.
Tradeoff between (1) and (2). While (2) is clearly more faulttolerant, it cannot get ε as low as (1). The reason is that
mesh-based solutions cannot use synchronous messaging. As
shown in Figure 15a, if a clock receives sync-messages from
k other clocks, synchronous messaging inflates the number
of messages by k per hop, causing exponential inflation. So
mesh-based solutions have to use asynchronous messaging,
which has much larger ε – as shown in Figure 15b, ε increases
per hop from the master to the participant clocks. On the other
hand, tree-based solutions can use synchronous messaging,
achieving much lower ε. §6.2 evaluates this effect.
4.5.2 Sundial’s Design Choices
Sundial’s key contribution is in the third design choice, which
exhibits fundamental tradeoff between small ε and faulttolerance. Sundial aims to achieve the best of both worlds, by
combining tree and mesh topologies: Sundial sends messages
through a mesh, such that it still has available edges upon
failures; but the effective synchronization only happens over
a primary tree, enabling it to use synchronous messaging.
The first two design choices have clear best options, and
they are mainly determined by hardware availability. In our
implementation, Sundial synchronizes neighboring devices at
the L2 level as the specialized PHY layer is not available. That
said, Sundial can benefit from such a layer if it’s available.
Comparison with other schemes is in §7.

5

Application Access to Synchronized Clocks

In Sundial, the primary mechanism to access synchronized
clocks is via hardware Rx/Tx timestamps. Additionally, for
applications that want to access host clock directly, Sundial
provides local host to NIC clock synchronization.
Access via hardware timestamps. NIC and switch hardware timestamps marked on the packets [29] are the primary access mechanism, for which it provides ∼100ns timeuncertainty bound. Applications such as distributed databases
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Figure 16: PI controller based on clock-skew; offset and skew are
measured periodically and an adjustment is computed using suitable
P and I constants.

that have strict ε requirements rely directly on NIC-Rxtimestamps marked on the last packet in a message to order
them to provide consistency properties. Networking stacks
such as Snap [26] provide op-stream interface to applications
(preventing out-of-order delivery) and export the NIC timestamps. Telemetry and congestion control applications also
rely directly on NIC timestamps to measure one-way delays.
Host clock synchronization. We also synchronize the local
host clock to the NIC clock for applications that want to
directly read the host clock (and don’t require strict guarantees
on ε). We use a Proportional-Integral controller based on
clock-skew between the host and NIC clocks as depicted in
Figure 16. We measure the offset, o(t) and skew, s(t), every
T time-units (we use T =10ms) and apply the rate adjustment
to the host clock to tick faster or slower. The constants P and
I need to be tuned in production. One challenge is that the
two clock-measurements are subject to local delays such as
PCIe jitter and we use linear regression to filter the noise out.

6

Evaluation

Through experiments in a >500-machine testbed-prototype
(§6.1) and through large-scale simulations (§6.2), we show
that Sundial’s time-uncertainty bound is ∼100ns under different types of failures, and discuss application improvements
enabled by Sundial in §6.3.

6.1

Time-uncertainty Bound (ε) in Testbed

6.1.1 Methodology
Testbed. The testbed consists of 23 pods, 276 switches and
552 servers. A pod including 12 switches and 24 servers acts
as a failure domain. The oscillators used in the hardware have
a frequency specification of ±100ppm. The depth of the base
spanning tree in the topology is 5.
Schemes for comparison. We compare Sundial with recent submicrosecond-level clock synchronization schemes:
PTP [4], Huygens [13], and DTP [21]. While they do not
consider time-uncertainty bound (ε) and how it is reported to
applications, we augment the designs to provide ε, according
to Equation 1 in §3.1 and describe them below.
Sundial: We set the sync-interval to 90µs.10 The timeout is
185µs (>2×sync-interval). The second timeout for the backup
root to elect itself is set to 180µs (185+180>4×sync-interval).
The backup plan has a maximum depthbackup of 6.
PTP+ε: PTP is the most common submicrosecond-level syn10 90µs

is just enough for ∼100ns ε, although lower ε is achievable.
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chronization protocol with a default sync-interval of two seconds. To add ε, we set εbase to 5ns×depth, and max_drift_rate
to 200ppm. Tlast_sync is updated as follows – for root's children, we set Tlast_sync = Tlast_msg ; but for other descendants,
we set Tlast_sync = Tlast_msg − Trecovery to account for possible
out-of-sync duration caused by remote connectivity failures
that are oblivious to them (§3.2.2). We set Trecovery to 2s, since
it takes 2s to recover from failure.11
PTP+DTP+ε: What if we could set lower sync-interval in
PTP+ε? We evaluate another scheme that leverages DTP –
DTP allows very small sync-interval (a few microseconds)
with low bandwidth overhead by modifying the physical layer
protocol. Since DTP requires hardware support, we emulate it
in our testbed by setting 5µs sync-interval (much smaller than
90µs).12 All devices that are not direct children of the root
set Trecovery =100ms, where 100ms is the typical connectivity
failure recovery time measured from datacenters.13
Huygens+ε: Huygens gathers network-wide sync-messages
during each 2-second sync-interval, and uses machine learning to decide the best adjustment for each device at the beginning of the next sync-interval. While we do not have its implementation, we report the best possible ε it can achieve. Specifically, we assume it is not affected by connectivity failures
because of its use of network-wide information, so Tlast_sync
is set to the beginning time of each sync-interval (without
minus Trecovery ). We also assume it can filter out delay noises
entirely and optimistically set εbase to 0.
Failure injection. We evaluate the impact of failures on ε
in Sundial and above schemes by injecting link failures, nonroot device failures, root failures, and domain failures (where
multiple devices can go down).
Metrics and measurement approach. We measure ε on every device by running a daemon in the firmware to read ε
every 10µs. After a failure, the controller sends an RPC to
configure the devices for recovery. The frequent monitoring
interferes with processing RPCs that are sent by the controller
in the event of failures. As a workaround, we set a stop time
which allows the controller RPC to execute after the monitoring stops. In this way, the monitoring tells us which devices
are affected by failures and their ε. But it also inflates the controller delay, which is unfair to other schemes as they heavily
rely on the controller for failure recovery. With knowledge
of the expected controller delay, we can easily restore the
expected ε based on the measured ε (Figure 17), because ε’s
behavior is deterministic during failures recovery: ε keeps
increasing, and goes back to normal when the failure is recov11 In favor of low ε, T
recovery = 2 seconds is already a very optimistic setting
for PTP+ε, because recovery may take longer if the next sync-message is
also dropped by another failure that just happens at that time. Setting Trecovery
larger results in even higher ε. But we show that even with this optimistic
setting, PTP+ε still has much higher ε than Sundial.
12 This is sufficient to show the improvement of ε, even though we don’t
have the physical layer protocol to keep the bandwidth overhead low.
13 This is already friendly to PTP+DTP+ε because to guarantee correct ε,
Trecovery should be the maximum recovery time, which is several seconds.
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Figure 17: Restoration of ε under inflated controller delay.

Figure 19: Time series of ε of a device affected by a link failure.
The failure happens at 1s and the controller reacts to it near 1.1s.

Figure 18: CDF of ε measured across devices without failures.

ered. To get the expected controller delay, we use its lower
bound, the delay on the controller (without network delay),
which is more friendly to schemes other than Sundial.
6.1.2 ε Distribution without Failures
Figure 18 shows the distribution of ε over all devices under
different schemes. In Sundial, ε≤43ns, which matches the
calculated value – the deepest device in the tree has εbase of
25ns, and 90µs sync-interval leads to an additional 18ns.
In contrast, all other schemes have a much higher ε. In
PTP+ε and PTP+DTP+ε, devices that do not directly synchronize to the root have to set Tlast_sync earlier than Tlast_msg by
2s and 100ms respectively, to account for possible failureinduced out-of-sync periods, so their ε can go up to 800µs and
20µs respectively during a sync-interval. Devices directly synchronizing to the root can set Tlast_sync to Tlast_msg and achieve
lower ε. So their ε increases from 5ns (1-hop εbase ) to ∼400µs
and 6ns respectively (2s and 5µs sync-intervals lead to 400µs
and 1ns additional ε respectively at the end of each syncinterval). For these devices (∼6.3% of all), PTP+DTP+ε’s
low ε shows the benefit of extremely small sync-interval when
failure is not a concern. Note that if available, Sundial can
also benefit from DTP’s physical layer design to futher reduce sync-interval. In Huygens+ε, during each 2s interval,
ε increases from 0 to 400µs. Reducing sync-interval comes
with CPU cost (Huygens already consumes 0.44% CPU of
the whole cluster). However, even if the sync-interval was
halved, ε is still 3 orders of magnitude higher than Sundial’s.
6.1.3 ε Distribution during Failures
To understand the behavior under failures, we inject 50 random failures over a course of 6 minutes including 24 single
link failures, 23 non-root single device failures, 2 domain
failures and 1 root failure.
Figure 19 shows the time series of ε of a device affected
by a link failure. In Sundial, ε is sawtooth between 15ns and
33ns during normal time, because this device has a depth of
3 in the tree.14 When the link failure happens, ε increases
14 Figure
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21 shows the behavior at smaller timescales.

Figure 20: Blast radius of failures under different schemes. Impacted
device time is the summation of per-device impacted time – duration
when a device stops receiving sync-messages – over all devices .

to a maximum of 84ns and goes down in just 270µs (after the 185µs timeout, the next message is at 270µs). After that, ε is sawtooth between 30ns and 48ns, because its
εbase is set to εbase,backup by the local recovery, which is 30ns
(depthbackup =6). Once the controller reconfigures the spanning tree, ε goes back to between 15ns and 33ns because its
depth is 3. In PTP+ε, since the sync-message is dropped due
to this failure, ε continues to increase for the next 2 seconds.
Even if the sync-message was not dropped, ε for PTP+ε (w/o
failure) remains high. PTP+DTP+ε’s ε increases to 40µs and
recovers to 20µs when the controller recovers the connectivity. However, even if the controller delay was lower (50 ms),
it only reduces the peak ε to 30µs, but the normal ε is still
around 20µs. Huygens+ε is not affected by failures, but its ε
is normally very large (200µs at median and up to 400µs).
The behavior is similar under other failures – ε depends on
the recovery time. For PTP+ε and PTP+DTP+ε, the recovery
time depends on how long it takes for the controller to recover
from it. For Sundial, the recovery time is much smaller as it’s
local. Any non-root failure recovery time is around 270µs, as
is the case in Figure 19. The root failure takes slightly longer
to recover from (365µs after the two timeouts) and ε increases
to up to 103ns. The devices at different levels in the tree have
slightly different ε (discussed in §6.1.4).
We now study the spatial and temporal impact range (blast
radius) of failures. Figure 20 shows that Sundial’s blast radius
is very small. Even after 50 failures, the total impacted time
summarized over all devices is only 131ms. The most significant jump happens when the root fails (40-th failure). PTP+ε
and PTP+DTP+ε’s blast radius is much higher owing to their
longer recovery time. Note that more devices are affected by
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failures under Sundial (401 in total) than under PTP+ε (3 in
total) and PTP+DTP+ε (55 in total) as Sundial’s backup-planbased recovery can affect remote devices as well (those under
the subtree of the failure). Even then the total impacted time
for Sundial remains significantly smaller.
PTP+ε exhibits a step function because only failures occuring close to sync-interval boundaries affect it as the syncinterval of 2s is longer than the time to recover in most cases.
The impact, however, is larger than in other schemes because
it takes 2s for the next sync-message. PTP+DTP+ε’s syncinterval is only 5µs and thus, every failure affects it. While
Huygens+ε is not affected by connectivity failures, its ε remains high as shown before.
6.1.4 Microbenchmarks
How Sundial’s different techniques improve ε. We zoom
into details of how each technique improves ε. Specifically,
starting with PTP+ε, we add (1) frequent sync-messages, (2)
synchronous messaging, and (3) backup plan to it one by
one, resulting in four schemes: PTP+ε, PTP+ε+freq_msg,
PTP+ε+freq_msg+sync_msging, and Sundial itself.
Figure 21 shows the time series of ε during a link failure.
Frequent sync-messages improve ε by an order of magnitude.
Synchronous messaging further reduces ε during normal time
as it helps each device detect connectivity failures: as long as
a device receives a sync-message, it is connected to the root,
so Tlast_sync can be safely set to Tlast_msg . Finally, adding the
backup plan significantly speeds up the failure recovery – ε
only increases for 270µs to a maximum of 84ns before the
backup plan is activated, two orders of magnitude lower.
To show how Sundial’s backup plan handles domain
failures, we also run Sundial without considering domain
failures (called Sundial w/o domain). We find that if a
domain failure simultaneously takes down both the primary and backup parents of a device, the device’s ε is like
PTP+ε+freq_msg+sync_msging in Figure 21. This is expected because a down backup parent is equivalent to no
backup parent. But if the failure domain is considered in the
backup plan, ε is similar to Sundial in Figure 21, because the
backup plan guarantees that no device loses both its primary
and backup parents due to this domain failure. We also try
another domain failure, which gradually takes down the primary and backup parents of a device, mimicing the domain
failure that gradually takes down multiple devices or links
(e.g., Figure 4). The result is similar.
Distribution of ε at different levels of the tree. We plot the
maximum ε across devices at different depths, under different scenarios, shown in Figure 22. Root’s ε is always 0. ε
increases linearly with depth, which is expected as each level
increments εbase by 5ns.

6.2

Figure 21: A link failure happens at 50 ms. The controller reacts to
the failure at around 150 ms.

Figure 22: Distribution of ε at different levels in the tree.

also introduces time-uncertainty bound (ε) (called as errorbound in the original version). Since it is not supported in
hardware due to its complexity, we use large scale simulations
to demonstrate the performance characteristics.
Marzullo’s algorithm synchronizes clocks through a mesh,
so it can tolerate connectivity failures but has higher ε (§4.5).
To reconcile the different time values and ε from multiple
clocks, each node does intersection of time-uncertainty ranges
of different clocks as the correct time should be within all
ranges. A set of master clocks (1 or more clocks synchronized
via GPS) serve as the source of synchronization, whose ε
is always close to zero. Broken clocks can also be detected
when the intersection result is empty. We simulate in a Jupiter
topology [33] with 88,064 devices, where each node sends
sync-messages to all its neighbors to maximize the tolerance
to failures. We set 2 masters to tolerate master failures. The
sync-interval is 90µs, same as Sundial. Figure 23 shows that
during the normal time, Sundial has smaller ε than Marzullo’s
algorithm. Under failures, Marzullo’s algorithm’s ε is affected
insignificantly. For Sundial, ε increases during failure recovery; the largest ε is 178ns, which is under the root failure.

Large-scale Simulations

We compare Sundial vs Marzullo’s algorithm [27], an agreement algorithm for fault-tolerant clock-synchronization which
is used by NTP [28] and TrueTime [12]. Marzullo’s algorithm
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Figure 23: CDF of ε during normal time in Jupiter in simulation.
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DTP [21]
Huygens [13] Marzullo [27] PTP boundary clock [4]
Sundial
Message type
Special PHY
L3
Unspecified
L2
L2
Dealing with delay noises
Neighbor
Multi. msg
Unspecified
Neighbor
Neighbor
Synchronization structure
No master
Master, mesh
Master, mesh
Master, tree
Master, mesh+tree
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
Support time-uncertainty bound
Table 1: Design choices of state-of-the-art clock synchronization schemes. Italic options are the best.

6.3

Application Performance Improvement

Distributed transactional system. We evaluate the impact
of smaller time-uncertainty bound using a load-test provided
to us by Spanner team [12]. We run the load-test inside a datacenter. The load-test does 4KB transactions and we measure
commit-wait gap – time to wait out time-uncertainty before
committing the transaction. Results are in Table 2 where we
show that our system improves performance by 3-4× not only
in the median but also at the 99-th percentile.
Baseline
With Sundial
Median
211µs
49µs
99-%ile
784µs
238µs
Table 2: Sundial improves commit-wait latency by 3-4× for Spanner
running inside a datacenter.

Congestion Control. Delay-based congestion control such
as Swift [17] is widely used in datacenters relying on endto-end RTT measurements to control sending rate. A key
challenge with such schemes is how to differentiate between
forward and reverse-path congestion. As an example, congestion in the reverse path can also inflate RTT causing a
sender to slow down even though there is no congestion in the
forward path.15 Synchronized clocks solve this problem as
they enable the measurement of one-way delay (OWD) which
can pinpoint the direction in which congestion is occurring.
We perform a microbenchmark with 3 servers – A, B and
C with Swift congestion control. First, we only send traffic
from A to B which achieves line-rate throughput. Next, we
introduce reverse-path congestion by adding traffic from B
and C to A. In Table 3, we observe A’s throughput goes down
to 50Gbps even though there was no congestion in the forward
path. Replacing RTT with OWD as measured using Sundial
resolves this completely and A continues to send at line rate.
RTT
OWD
No reverse congestion
80.1 Gbps
80.5 Gbps
Reverse congestion
50.5 Gbps
80.9 Gbps
Table 3: Using one-way delay (OWD) improves throughput in the
presence of reverse-path congestion.

7

Related Work

Other clock synchronization systems. Table 1 compares
state-of-the-art solutions, in the design space outlined in §4.5.
15 While prioritizing the ACK may solve the problem, it is impractical in
production because of two reasons. (1) Network priorities are typically tied
to business priorities; and we simply cannot send ACKs for lower business
priority traffic on a higher network priority. (2) Sending ACKs on a higher
network priority precludes ACK piggybacking on data packets, thereby increasing the packets-per-second to process. This is especially detrimental for
CPU-efficient networking stacks such as PonyExpress in Snap [26].
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DTP [21] introduces a specialized PHY layer to achieve
zero bandwidth overhead of sync-messages. If this modified
PHY can be standardized and productionized in the future,
Sundial can readily benefit from it to have even lower syncinterval and ε. However, DTP does not reflect physical time
since it doesn’t have a master clock.
Huygens [13] does not synchronize switches, so it uses
multiple messages between each pair to filter out noises. As a
result, Huygens’ sync-interval is limited, so it cannot achieve
tight ε. Huygens’ main advantage is that it is implemented
completely in software and doesn’t require hardware support
(other than hardware timestamps) but it does not consider
ε; and if incorporated, Huygens’ ε is large primarily due to
the large sync-interval. While it assumes clocks drift slowly
during normal time, it cannot set a small max_drift_rate as the
maximum drift is subject to failures (§3.2.1); otherwise it risks
datacenter-wide application-level errors (e.g., inconsistent
transactions), which is unacceptable.
Marzullo’s algorithm [27] is the first to introduce ε but
its ε is high because it sends messages through a mesh. PTP
boundary clock [4] is based on a tree, and is not fault-tolerant.
Other solutions are too expensive (e.g., GPS [22]), too
complex [18, 20, 31] or do not provide physical time [30, 34,
36].
Fault tolerance in other systems. In distributed systems and
networking, fault tolerance is provided through redundancy
[5, 10, 14, 19, 33, 38]. However, Sundial’s backup plan cannot
be chosen arbitrarily and needs to satisfy a set of properties
(§4.2.1) to be generic to different types of failures.
Ethernet uses spanning tree protocols [2, 15] that can recompute a spanning tree in a distributed fashion after a failure,
but they usually take up to a few seconds to converge [15].

8

Conclusion

Sundial is the first submicrosecond-level clock synchronization system that is resilient to failures. It uses hardwaresoftware codesign to quickly detect failures and recover from
them. Our evaluation shows that Sundial provides ∼100ns
time-uncertainty bound under different types of failures, and
improves performance in Spanner and in Swift.
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